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Emily has survived her experience on the road, travelling with an up and coming show jumper.

Sheâ€™s learned how much hard work it can be but also that the rewards are great and it has only

cemented her desire to continue on the road to her Olympic dreams. But for now she is content to

be back at Second Chance Farm, building their business and helping clients. So when a new girl

comes to board and train, Emily thinks this will be a good thing for Faith and Falcon. Faith needs

someone her own age to ride with and Falcon needs focus. A little friendly competition never hurt

anyone. But when friendly competition takes a turn in the wrong direction, two little girls will put their

ponies lives on the line just to prove who is the best. And things arenâ€™t all sunshine and roses at

home. Emily is avoiding Jordan because she still isnâ€™t sure what she really feels for him. Hanna

is still mad at her because she got sent home and Emily didnâ€™t and Esther has a new horse for

Emily to ride, one which Hanna thinks should belong to her. And as the horse drives a wedge

between the two girls, Emily learns that sometimes blood is thicker than water but that there are

exceptions to the rule.
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I keep dreading the moment when this excellent series jumps the shark. Big huge EPIC props to

Ms. Svendsen - she keeps the tension high and keeps surprising and delighting us. Push Button is

as excellent as all the prior books. Show Jumping Dreams is by far my favorite equestrian series of

them all. Long may it reign! Or perhaps I should say rein? Sorry. Great book, can't wait for the next

already!

Another enjoyable installment in the adventures of Emily and her horses. Nice YA series with good

values and no sleaze, reinforcing my low- budget experience that horses are good for girls. Much

better proofed and edited than previous books in this series, this volume marks Svendsen as a

more polished writer. Enjoyable read.

I am an adult, and binge read all 33 of these books this summer. I cannot recommend this series

more highly! The characters are exceptional, and the author has a rich set of subplots to draw

upon.The settings and events are very, very authentic to riders who know about showing horses at

the top and not-so-top levels of jumper competitions. If you are among them, you will not be

disappointed.More importantly, the protagonist, a young teenager, confronts a lot of tough life

situations and powers through them. These are not romantic books about all going well and all

dreams come true. Rather, these are well-written tales of real life in this very special setting. She

deals with life with her struggling mom, her abusive stepfather, and the return of her father. She and

her dad find a way to house themselves, and all of their horses, when he loses his position as

trainer at their stable.This series is a fantastic set of tales for any rider, younger or older. Starting at

the beginning and working your way through the books will guarantee you don't miss any of the

plots or relationships.

This series just keeps getting better! The equestrian content is perfect; accurate, interesting and

intense. The author realistically portrays life on the show circuit, on a shoe-string budget with

incredible horses, along with the hours of hard work and the pain and sacrifice that goes with it. As

Emily matures we start to like her more as she begins to reveal more depth of character. We get a

glimpse into her father's struggle and how he is striving to make amends for his past with his

daughter, even if he doesn't always get it right. Dreamy Jordan is still in the picture as this budding

romance slowly unfolds. A great book, and looking forward to many more.
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